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Abstract
Background: Posterior fossa haemangioblastoma tumors are slightly rare and
these originate from the brain blood vascular network. Cerebellum and brain
stem are the commonest places of occurrence. These are benign and produce
symptoms quite late because of their slow growing asymptomatic nature. Case
report: We present 24-years old female who was wrongly diagnosed as having
giant tuberculomas of the posterior fossa by MR spectroscopy. Contrast enhanced computerized tomography (CECT) and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) studies had shown the results more in favor of tuberculoma. She was
given anti-tubercular therapy (ATT) but without any much improvement.
The condition aggravated by causing obstructive hydrocephalus at the level of
fourth ventricle. The patient was operated upon for the mass lesion and on
histopathology; it was proved to be a case of cerebellar haemangioblastoma.
Conclusion: MR spectroscopy can sometimes be misleading and can lead to
mis-mangemant. The reliability of spectroscopy is debatable and has to be decided on the merits along with clinical symptomatology.
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1. Introduction
Haemangioblastomas constitutes 8% - 12% masses of the posterior fossa masses
as compared to 1% - 2.5% of all the brain tumors. These are benign tumors but
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derive their blood supply from the pial vessels. These often produce symptoms
by compressing the neighboring structures [1]. Haemangioblastomas are twice
common in men than women and majority of these falls in 20 - 40 years age
group. These have been labeled as WHO grade I benign tumors originating from
the blood vessels. Sometimes the inferences of the imaging modalities can confuse the diagnosis which leads to the mismanagement as was in our case.

2. Case Report
24-years female reported to the outpatient department with complaints of headache of one year duration. She had occasional difficulty of balancing herself
while walking. There was history of off and on low grade fever with slight evening rise in nature. She was diagnosed as posterior fossa giant tuberculomas on
the basis of imaging studies and biomedical investigations. Pre-operative non
contrast computerized tomography (NCCT) of head had shown posterior fossa
mass which was compressing upon fourth ventricle leading to hydrocephalus
(Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b)).
Post contrast study had shown enhancement of the solid part with cystic
component as hypo dense region (Figure 2).
MRI studies have shown a mixed intensity structure with avid enhancement
of the mural nodule. Spectroscopy of the tumor had shown lipid and lactate
peaks without any significant choline rise. NAA peak was decreased with increased Choline/Creatinine ratio. Though the possibility of haemangioblastoma
was kept, but as per the laboratory investigations, spectroscopy and presentation
she was labeled as a case of giant tuberculomas (Figures 3(a)-(c), Figure 4(a)
and Figure 4(b) and Figures 5(a)-(c)).
She was put on ATT for six months after these findings. However the condition deteriorated and the patient had to undergo surgical excision of the mass.
Histopathological findings confirmed the diagnosis of Hemangioblastoma. The

Figure 1. NCCT head axial sections: (a) at third ventricle level (white arrow) which
shows moderate hydrocephalus (white stars); (b) at slightly lower level with mass lesion
in the posterior fossa having mixed solid and cystic components (white inverted arrow).
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Figure 2. CECT brain axial section: There is enhancement of the solid part of the tumor
(horizontal arrow) in the posterior fossa with surrounding hypo dense area (white star).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. MR study of the same patient: (a) T1W axial section shows mixed intensity lesion (inverted white arrow) with compression of fourth ventricle (thin horizontal white
arrow); (b) T2W axial section shows hyperintensity in the posterior fossa depicting peritumoral oedema predominantly on right side with hypointense peripheral solid lesion
(inverted black arrow). Frontal horns on both sides shows dilatation (white arrow); (c)
T1W post contrast sagittal section shows intense enhancement of the solid component
(inverted white arrow) with dilatation of ventricular system (white star).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. MR Spectroscopy: (a) T1W post contrast axial section with single voxel study;
(b) MR spectroscopy shows increased lipid and lactate peaks. N-acetyla sparate peak is
decreased with increased Ch/Cr peak.
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Figure 5. Brain MRI axial sections: (a) T1W image did not reveal any residual or recurrence tumor evidence (blue star); (b) T2W image almost disappearance of the findings
compressing upon the forth ventricle (inverted blue arrow); (c) Post gadolinium sequences did not show any abnormal enhancement (horizontal blue arrow).

specimen was predominantly constituted abundant vacuolated stromal cells with
capillary network (slides not available). Post operation CT scan was done after
one month had shown encouraging result without any residual tumor.
Post surgical recovery was uneventful and the patient had been kept on six
monthly follow up.

3. Discussion
Haemangioblastomas are slow growing tumors with tendency to rupture. These
remain undiagnosed for a long time because of their asymptomatic nature. This
has got a close association to the tune of 25% with von Hipple Lindau disease
and rest 75% are of sporadic in nature [2]. Common complaints are headache in
70% of the cases and 50% report with hydrocephalus. These tumors cause disturbances in movements, equilibrium and muscle tone because of cerebellar involvement. The coordination of movements is always affected. There can be
sudden bleeding inside the cranial cavity because of the rupture which is a medical emergency. These can cause hydrocephalus because of compression over the
CSF pathway.
Magnetic resonance imaging and computerized tomography imaging are the
modalities of choice for their evaluation. On CEMRI and CECT of the brain
these are well demarcated cystic masse with mural nodule and non enhancing
wall [3]. Mural nodule within this cystic mass enhances vividly [4]. MR spectroscopy of haemangioblastoma shows high lipid peak without any lactate peak.
Coline peak is raised with low creatinine/phosphocreatinine ratio. N-acetylaspartate (NAA) is absent which indicates of non neurogenic origin of these tumors.MR spectroscopy in our present case had shown increased lipid peak, decreased NAA peak and increased Choline/Creatinine ratio and this was the reason for labeling her as a case of giant tuberculomas [5] [6] [7].
Management is always by surgical intervention and Gamma knife radio surgery has become the fashion of the day. The tumors can partially be drained before surgery as these constitute mixed pattern of solid and cystic. Pre surgical
embolisation is done to minimize the blood loss and neat surgical excision [8].
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Recurrence is seen in 25% of the cases associated with von Hipple-Lindau syndromes.

4. Conclusion
Hemangioblastomas can be best diagnosed by the modalities like CECT and MR
contrast studies. But sometimes spectroscopy can mislead the issue of final diagnosis as happened in this case.
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